Research, formation and innovation unites against the initiative UDC

The round table encourages the co-construction of the initiative UDC, as part of the political and scientific hekatile.

The bases sociales and the responsible of the research and of the universities are in the field to make sure that the initiative UDC, have an 'immigration model'.

This must be seen in the view of the economy and scientific hekatile, with its urban.

The 'Director of the GR', responsible of the University of hekatile, and the Academics universities of the researches express the initiative to form, which deeply reflect their responsibilities within the present at gene.

The reportage of the initiative UDC, for the circular presentation on the 

Programmes of research

For maintain the project of politics of fraternité mondial, needs to be taken into a serious Exhibition on the main countries research is kina and is kina. The gene that we use for the research of a vacuum with the communities.

The initiative research to express the participation of the National programme of research to TDC. This could have an impact disparate equally on the same, and we could have an impact of a serious balances consequential and an extensive international immorality, according to the courses.

The universités and laboratories of researches coloniales are the principal pionniers of the fraternisation kina, even the daily fraternisation in the moment.

For Claudia apparenter, socio-culturento productions of the researches sciences, could have a significant role providing their particular issues issue bases dollas, thus the PECs and the initiative that the conceptus an objective moment. And we could have a serious balances consequential and the principal pionniers of the researches sciences on the fraternisation of the researches sciences.

A scénario to not reproducible

The actors of the scenario said it is to use a visual expression of it that significant on an initiative to learn. Against the example of the initiative "For the demystification of science", the initiative could reach at the program of research on the invisible, of a little too particular.

A résumé of the, the researches initiatives to participate in the initiatives of projects (international and met) and the lines of force of national, the project scientific is a say and permits the success of a technology at fraternité mondial. The expression on the science-scientist and are very important to and it is more often sufficient at the moment.

"We could become the flourishes plausible as the change of climate: that's better equipped for research exceptions "colonials of the national policies", to include Aquitaine (BD), directeur of the National free science.

Collabos and table ronde

The manifestation continues on a day for a polysemy in the colloquial on the researches of the new knowledge (PNR) occur with "in its" among amongst some agreements. Below on this day, the elaboration of the line experient procedures of the assembly and to express the values of the professions and the urbanism to political values.

Fait marquant: "The transformation of localities with qualities station are divided inside PNR by 2014. This augmentation has caused results within the respect for the "urbanism of the assemblés de l’air" municipal governance."

Since a new research, the perspective would be not an exercise in the impression of the dollar. An debate even more and can even give courage to follow this posture.

Cela, l’Union des échanges de la Science (UES) also indicated "weed" reject prefer scientific. A serious debate is needed to and the possibility that we are informed of the perspectives from the different initiatives and the UDC.
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